13 REASONS

LIFE WITHOUT KEYS
WOULD BE GREAT
Installing Electro-Mechanical Locks at your ofﬁce or school can save you time, money and stress.
M3T Corporation offers world-class security solutions and stands behind all their products.
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Much harder to duplicate
cards and key fobs
You will sleep much better knowing that a
locksmith cannot easily cut a spare key to your
building or ofﬁce
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Electro-Mechanical Locks allow you to
conveniently get inside your business with
a PIN code, ﬁngerprint, app, remote unlock,
card or key fob
Electronic locking systems cost far less than a lost
master key or duplicated entry keys
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Perfect for elderly
or disabled
Elderly struggle to see and access key slots
easily. With a card, they can wave their card in
front of the reader and easily unlock the door
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You can easily add new staff by coding them into the software

ADD NEW
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If something goes missing from
the ofﬁce, you can narrow down
who was there at what time
You can control who can access the
ofﬁce based on the day and time.
Only allow certain people (cleaning
company, etc.) speciﬁc days to
access the building

Departed staff can easily be deactivated in the software in case they
forget to turn their card in
No need to call a locksmith and have a key cut for each new employee
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Existing building access
control cards can be used
with your own ofﬁce suite
access control system
Control with any combination of
card, key fob, pin or ﬁngerprint to
add multifactor authentication for
increased security
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Maintaining a card access
door is less costly than
constantly rekeying doors

Phone app can alert you
if a door is accidentally
left open

Unlock a door for others
right at the reader

M3T programs our doors and
cardholders so all our costs for
changeover are in-house
support, which is covered in
our monthly subscription

Never worry about an employee
leaving a door unlocked or wide
open upon leaving the ofﬁce

With the ‘double card read’
feature, you can unlock a door
right at the reader so others can
gain entry
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Electronic locking ties
into your intercom so
you can remotely release
a door
With an app on your phone,
have a two-way audio and live
video feed of the intercom
user and release the door
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Release a door
remotely with Apple
Watch

Easy for one card
to open multiple
doors

Software audit trail
shows you what user
actions were performed
inside the software

Any card can be
programmed to access
an unlimited number of
doors and buildings
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Tracking people and visitors
All these great features with a robust audit trail
and visitor badging

LEARN MORE ABOUT M3T
M3T works closely with companies’ administration, IT, and security
teams throughout the exploration, design, installation, and ongoing
maintenance of the access control and video surveillance solution.

M3T Corporation is a veteran-owned
small business that provides professional
security consultation, solution design,
and implementation. We understand the
unique needs of our clients and provide
unbiased, value-added solutions that are
timely and cost-effective.

Serving PA, MD, VA, WV and DE with 3 convenient
locations in Mechanicsburg, Wilmington and Tysons.
1-855-790-0638
www.m3tcorporation.com
connect@M3Tcorporation.com

